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Or it is possible, though less likely, that Sova Gee may represent
Sahu Ji, and would thus mean " the house of the banker."
 10.	See Chapter II, note 97.
 11.	John March served the Company as a factor in Patna,
Dacca and Kasimbazar from 1662 to 1671.    He was appointed
Chief at Kasimbazar by the Council at Fort St. George in Sept.
1669, and he died there in 1671.    For an account of his career
in India see Correspondence of Richard Edwards, in Notes and
Queries, 128. iii. (Feb. 1917), p. 82.
 12.	Possibly the  " Jourgotchy "  of Rennell,  B.A.  kv.    The
channel followed by Marshall has since silted up.    See Chapter II,
note 56.
 13.	This makes the covid (Port. covado> cubit, ell), 18 in., the
usual measurement.    In 1632 Peter Muncly found the " coved "
at Patna measuring 38 in. (Travels, ed. Temple, ii. 156),
 14.	The only other mention of this individual (besides that on
23rd September) that has been unearthed is found in a letter
from Samuel Bullivant to Richard Edwards,  dated " Singee,"
5th November,  1672, O.C. 3695  (printed in Notes and Queries,
12 S., iv. 152, June, 1918) : " I hope you have before this received
the ps. of stuffe sent you in charge of Medena [Madana], Mr.
Marshalls servant, as also the 2 bags of Saltpetre sent on Cockletts
boate, the chiefe Boatman."
 15.	See Chapter II, Diary of 7th April.
 16.	See R.f B.A. xv.    Marshall had come from Suti (Sooty)
southwards to the place where Rennell shows a channel running
E. past Comrah.    But between Suti and this corner the channel
had wandered about in a corkscrew fashion, and was not then
fairly straight as in Rennell's time.    At this corner, again, the
Bhagirathi twisted away to the S.W. and seems to have taken a
very big curve and then turned round N.W. to Belghatta.    By
" the River . . . which runs up to Decca east " Marshall means
the main stream of the Ganges, here called the Padma or Pedda.
 17.	The Belgottah of R., B.A. xv.=: Belghatta,
 18.	The  Moxudabath   of   Broucke's   map,   now   known   as
Murshldabad,    The name was changed some forty years after
Marshall's visit.
 19.	For the English factory at Kasimbazar, see Streynsham
Master, i. 329.
 20.	Marshall is using the Portuguese name (Arbore de raiz> tree
of roots) for the banyan (Ficus Indica) or bar tree,
 21.	See Chapter II, note 36.

